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Abstract – Previously, data was stored on traditional hard

disks, servers, etc. as the data was limited. But data generated
today is in terms of petabytes and number of people or users or
customers accessing this data is also increasing day by day.
Hence, the major problem of this Big Data is not related to
storage, but is related to efficient space balancing and
handling. So, the main goal of our project is to increase
maximum utilization of the memory. Thus, main idea behind
our project is preventing data duplication in companies,
industries, etc. So, our project provides secure deduplication
method for efficient storage management. It provides
Encryption of data, Random Key Generation for verification
and Email system for providing the activation key to user. It
also consists of variable length i.e. block level deduplication
and Hash function for comparing blocks and is very easy to
use. Our project also provides verify option to check where the
file is safe or not.

Platform as a Service (PaaS): Of the three layers of
cloud-based computing, PaaS is considered the most
complex. PaaS shares some similarities with SaaS, the
primary difference being that instead of delivering software
online, it is actually a platform for creating software that is
delivered via the internet.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is called cloud computing because the information being
accessed is found in "the cloud" and does not require a user
to be in a specific place to gain access to it. This type of
system allows employees to work remotely. Companies
providing cloud services enable users to store files and
applications on remote servers, and then access all the data
via the internet. It is a delivery of on-demand computing
resources - everything from applications to data centers over the internet on a pay-for-use basis. It provides
scalability of resources, only pay for what you use and
needed services are provided by self-service accesses. It has
three main types based on services:
Software as a Service (SaaS): SaaS involves the licensure
of a software application to customers. Licenses are typically
provided through a pay-as-you-go model or on-demand. This
rapidly growing market could provide an excellent
investment opportunity
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Infrastructure as a
service involves a method for delivering everything from
operating systems to servers and storage through IP-based
connectivity as part of an on-demand service. Clients can
avoid the need to purchase software or servers, and instead
procure these resources in an outsourced, on-demand
service.
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Fig 1.1. Types of Cloud Based on Service
Also it has three main types based on Location:
Public: A public cloud is one based on the standard cloud
computing model, in which a service provider makes
resources, such as virtual machines (VMs), applications or
storage, available to the general public over the internet.
Public cloud services may be free or offered on a pay-perusage model.
Private: Private cloud means using a cloud infrastructure
(network) solely by one customer/organization. It is not
shared with others, yet it is remotely located. If the cloud is
externally hosted. The companies have an option of choosing
an on-premise private cloud as well, which is more
expensive, but they do have a physical control over the
infrastructure.
Hybrid: Hybrid cloud, of course, means, using both
private and public clouds, depending on their purpose.
For example, public cloud can be used to interact with
customers, while keeping their data secured through a
private cloud.
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Community Cloud: Community cloud implies an
infrastructure that is shared between organizations, usually
with the shared data and data management concerns. For
example, a community cloud can belong to a government of a
single country. Community clouds can be located both on
and off the premises.

encryption is provided for ensuring the security of the data
holders. Also Electronic-mail is used as a method of
communication.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Fig 2.1 Data without and with Deduplication Technique.
The most surfaced issues were as follows:
a)Large amount of data was being stored on Clouds ,
b)The stored data could be hacked easily i.e. there was lack
of Security (Encryption),

Fig 1.2.Types of Cloud based on Location
As Cloud technology is advancing every day, new challenges
are encountered. Now the space and network charges are
not a problem. The big problem in cloud computing is space
balancing and handling. So these Cloud storage providers
heavily rely on Data Deduplication to save storage costs by
only storing one copy of each uploaded file.

c)Efficient deduplication was not taking place i.e. file names
or complete file contents were checked. d)Integrity and
confidentiality of data could be compromised easily.
e)It was less reliable.
f)User Verification was not accurate.

3. RELATED WORK:
IEEE papers regarding this topic are:

Fig 1.3. Deduplication.
Deduplication identifies and locates the duplicate data. It
then eliminates duplicate copies of repeating data and saves
the space for data that needs to be physically stored. The
existing system and it is done by two ways : a)File-level
deduplication and b)Block-level deduplication. The existing
traditional systems of Deduplication was not secured i.e. the
privacy of data holders as encrypted data introduced new
challenges for cloud data deduplication i.e. tedious to
process and was not divided into chunks for more efficient
Deduplication. The copy uploaded by a specific user was not
available for other users causing redundancy of data
individually. The proposed system has provided block level
Deduplication i.e. Fixed size or variable size of blocks are
created for efficient storage of files and Proof of Ownership
is achieved. Also it is a Secure Deduplication - data
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Improving Efficient Reliability Based Secure
Deduplication Technique on Encrypted Big Data: In this
paper Security and Confidentiality are given priority.
Sometimes, because hacking attackers cloud is unsafe.
Therefore authorized de-duplication will only give effective
result. To maintain data in high priority without hacking on
cloud in de-duplication is must. Reduction and saving energy
is securely maintained for authorized de-duplication in
cloud. For reducing attacker we proposed the CIDS algorithm
which means network based attacker, Masquerade attackers
and host based attackers. IDS handle easy targets for cloud
user. CIDS architecture is scalable and elastic without central
coordinator. The cloud users each one has secret key for file
sharing through that we can save the file. While uploading
file we can access the data is duplicate or not duplicate also
know as it is which type of duplicate which means file level
deduplicate and block level deduplicate. Cloud service
provider can find the file is which type of duplicate file. If it is
duplicate it’s automatically move to deactivation then if it is
non-duplicate file means activate the file automatically.
Transparent Data Deduplication in the Cloud: In this
paper, we propose a novel storage solution, ClearBox, which
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allows a storage service provider to transparently attest to
its customers the deduplication patterns of the (encrypted)
data that it is storing. By doing so, ClearBox enables cloud
users to verify the effective storage space that their data is
occupying in the cloud, and consequently to check whether
they qualify for benefits such as price reductions, etc.
ClearBox is secure against malicious users and a rational
storage provider, and ensures that files can only be accessed
by their legitimate owners.
Cryptographic Tuning to Minimize Storage Requirement
on Cloud Using De-Duplication Mechanism: The notion of
authorized data de-duplication was proposed to protect the
data security by including differential privileges of users in
the duplicate check. We also presented new de-duplication
check to supporting authorized duplicate-check tokens of
files that are generated by the cloud server with private keys.
The proposed system is secure from insider and outsider
attacks. The proposed system implement new prototype
model in which we used convergent encryption with
modification version to deal with brute force attack using
Cryptographic tuning to make better authorized deduplication technique, etc.
Then tutorial on Cloud Computing Tutorials from
tutorialspoint.com, edureka, etc. Seminars on Cloud
Computing and Applications from Department of Computer
Science and Engineering Indian Institute of Technology,
Bombay.

4. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:
4.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT:

4.3 ARCHITECTURE OF THE SYSTEM:

Fig 4.1. Cloud Data Deduplication Diagram
Here we can see how actually the data is being deduplicated.
User A will upload a file named “ABC.txt” with contents
“Hello” and according to the contents of file the key will be
generated and it will be encrypted and will be stored by the
Hash Tag’s value. When User B uploads the file named
“ABC.txt”, it will be checked whether it is already existing or
not, if it is already existing then the file will not get stored
and Ownership pointer will be linked to User B. But, if User B
enters a file named “PQR.txt”, then as the file names are
different, PQR.txt must get stored, but as we are proposing
efficient storage, hence the contents of files “ABC.txt” (is
“Hello”)and “PQR.txt” (assuming “Hello Hi”) will get divided
into blocks and then the blocks will get checked. User A and
User B both are having Hello blocks hence that will be stored
as a single block and Hi block from User B will be stored as
different unique block.
There are four main modules in our Project:

Problems regarding user friendliness, authentication, etc.
were faced. Also, main focus is on balancing space so as to
increase utilization.



USER WITH EMAIL



TPA

4.2 SOLUTION:



CLOUD

In this project, we propose a system that is highly reliable
and secure. Here, the first step is the file being stored will be
encrypted by a key formed by Random Key Generation
Algorithm (i.e. it will generate the key from the contents of
the file only and the user doesn’t have to memorize or share
the key with receiver i.e. Dekey ) and then it will be checked
in the Cloud, if the file is unique then it will get stored but if
the file is already present into the cloud then that file will not
be stored and Proof Of Ownership (i.e. the ownership pointer
of the document) will be given to that second user also.



BACKUP SERVERS

But, if the file stored has a different name from those stored
on the cloud, then further it will be divided into chunks i.e.
blocks and using these blocks we will generate the Hash Tag
by using Convergent Encryption to check within the cloud.
Will retrieving the file from the cloud it will be decrypted
first by the key generated by Random Key Generation
Algorithm which is stored and then will be delivered to the
User.
© 2018, IRJET
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4.3.1 THE USER:


This is the first module which consists of two main
parts, namely the User Login and if the user is new,
User Registration.



The user can upload a file as well as download an
file uploaded on Cloud.



Whenever a new user logs in, an Activation Key is
generated and this key is provided to the authorized
users Gmail account making it more secured and
user friendly.



Due to email facility, User confirmation or
validation of user takes place making it more
secure. The tedious work of collecting key from the
administrator can be overcomed.
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For instance, if a file is divided into two blocks b1
and b2, then one block b1 in Server s1, block b2 in
Server s2,etc



Due to this, security of Backup servers is increased.



Here the main part of division of data into blocks
and hash key generation takes place. Hash Key
Function is used as an identification number to each
block of data.



Also, data divided into the block gets encoded and is
ready to be stored on the cloud. User send this
upload request to TPA.

4.3.2 THE TPA(Third Party Auditor):

5. ADVANTAGES:
1. Efficient data Storage Allocation and Efficient Volume of
Replication.
2. Higher reliability in which the data chunks are distributed
on cloud servers.
3. Security requirements of data confidentiality and tag
consistency are also achieved by introducing a deterministic
secret sharing scheme in distributed storage systems.
4. No need of memorizing, managing, or sharing keys
between the sender and receiver.
5. Hacking attacks like Masquerade attacks, Host based
attacks and Network based attacks are avoided.
6. Large amount of data can be processed easily without
hanging problem.

Fig 4.2. Data Uploaded per day.


The TPA i.e. Third Party Auditor acts an
administrator, but its main job is to control the
number of requests on the Cloud.



While managing the requests he sorts the request
based on the priorities of each request.



If the TPA is absent in an organization and due to
tremendous requests for data as shown in fig 4.2
simultaneously on cloud, the chances of data loss
and slow transfer rate are high.



So, the TPA module is used. Then TPA forwards the
request to Cloud.

4.3.3 THE CLOUD:


Here, in this module, data is verified first i.e. it is
checked where it is hacked or not and is stored.



It is made available for Users anytime they need it
as an response to their requests.



Whenever a copy in block format is stored on Cloud,
it is also stored in our Backup Servers.

4.3.4 THE BACKUP SERVERS:




The Backup servers are used for avoiding data loss.
If any failure occurs the data can be retrieved from
this Backup servers.
In our project, we are using three Backup Servers,
and the encoded blocks of data are stored in this
three Servers.
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6. FUTURE SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT:
In future, specific algorithms will be developing to
understand how certain applications store data i.e. linking it
to Artificial Intelligence.
The traditional approach of convergent encryption cannot
be suited in this secure deduplication as it is susceptible to
brute-force attack. To overcome this drawback, modified
version of convergent encryption can be used by introducing
two approaches - domain separation and cryptographic
tuning. This gives a better authorized deduplication
approach.
Also, more techniques which would compress these
encrypted block data into smaller size can be utilized for
more efficient storage management.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Hence, as above mentioned we propose that this project will
help efficient use of Storage provided by Cloud by
Deduplicating data stored on it. Duplicate files or chunks of
data will be stored as a single copy and this system will
improve the reliability of data while achieving the
confidentiality of the user’s. The security of tag consistency
and integrity were achieved.
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